Without a Doubt

Emerson Montgomery loves his high
school sweetheart, Kelly Price. Hed do
anything for her, including agreeing to a
break where theyll see other people as he
heads off to college. Struggling with the
break and guilt over dating other people,
Emerson meets Eva, a beautiful, funny,
easygoing, and nosey junior. Eva Harvey
chose this particular college with the hopes
of fulfilling her own fairytale and falling in
love at the same college where her parents
met. She does her best to go with the flow
and simply see what happens, but Emerson
simultaneously causes her to fall in love
while making her second guess everything
along the way. Theres some things you
know without a doubt. However, Eva
causes Emerson to doubt everything he
believes about his future while he causes
her to doubt whats right in front of her. Can
they find a way to erase all doubts or will it
tear them apart in the process?
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